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In the middle of the holiday season, the worldfamous Catalan capital Barcelona became a colorful
destination for the past Global Club of Leaders
Special Session.
The official session partners included:
• Azizi Bank, Afganistan
• Motheo TVET College, South Africa
Despite of not large-scale format, Special Session
as usual gathered like-minded business leaders,
professors and doctors from all around the world.
In the bohemian atmosphere of event’s venue Barcelon’s Elite Private Club Círculo Ecuestre,
Prof. John W.A. Netting, Summit of Leaders
Nomination Committee Chairman, and Global Club
of Leaders President - Christina Briggs moderated
together the Business Leaders Day.

branding for contemporary businessman and sharing
their achievements on the national entrepreneurial
arenas. Academics and Professors took up the
educational issues, meanwhile Doctors discussed the
topics of actual healthcare interests. No subject was
left behind!
Within this year Session agenda Memorandum between
EBA and Honorary EBA Business Ambassador to
Kyrgyz Republic, Mr.Ruslanbek Khamdamov was
signed in the solemn atmosphere of the ‘Global Club
of Leaders’ Special Session 2018.
After the Presentation Panel during which each
participant had an opportunity to present their speeches
and presentations, new members were accepted to the
Academic Union (AU) and Global Club of Leaders
community.
The following lunch turned out to be a good time
spending for conversations and fruitful networking.
After quite a ‘brainstorming session’ all laureates
were invited to the best Barcelona’s Flamenco show
– Spanish performance of the pure style and classical
interpretation that was presented in the Palacio del
Flamenco. National dinner and really spectacular
dances didn’t leave nobody indifferent.

During the ‘Global Club of Leaders’ Special Session
‘EBA Global’ VIP Loyalty Programme members and
honourable participants from the Middle East, Africa
and Asia were speaking about the importance of self-

We appreciate Barcelona’s welcoming attitude and are
grateful to all our guests and participants. Impatiently
looking forward to meet you again!

